Does semantic knowledge influence event segmentation and recall of text?
Knowledge benefits episodic memory, particularly when provided before encoding (Anderson & Pichert in Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 17(1), 1-12, 1978; Bransford & Johnson in Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 11(6), 717-726, 1972). These benefits can occur through several encoding mechanisms, one of which may be event segmentation. Event segmentation is one's ability to parse information into meaningful units as an activity unfolds. The current experiment evaluated whether two top-down manipulations-providing context or perspective taking-influence the segmentation and memory of text. For the ambiguous texts in Experiment 1, half the participants received context in the form of a title, whereas the other half received no context. For the text in Experiment 2, half the participants read from the perspective of a burglar and the other half read from the perspective of a home buyer. In both experiments, participants read the passages, recalled the information, and then segmented the passages into meaningful units. Consistent with previous findings, participants who received context recalled more information compared with those who received no context, and participants in one perspective were more likely to recall information relevant to their perspective. Most importantly, we found that context and perspective facilitated more normative segmentation; however, the differences were small and suggest that effects of top-down processing on the segmentation of text may be modest at best. Thus, event segmentation processes that operate during text comprehension are influenced by semantic knowledge but may be more heavily driven by other factors (e.g., perceptual cues).